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Legal Page 

 

Confidentiality Agreement 

 

The undersigned reader acknowledges that the information provided by _______________ in 

this business plan is confidential; therefore, the reader agrees not to disclose it without the 

express written permission of _______________.  

 

It is acknowledged by the reader that information to be furnished in this business plan is in all 

respects confidential in nature, other than information that is in the public domain through other 

means and that any disclosure or use of it by the reader may cause serious harm or damage to 

_______________.  

 

Upon request, this document is to be immediately returned to _______________.  

 

 

___________________ Signature  

 

___________________ Name (typed or printed)  

 

___________________ Date  
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Business Name and Location 

The name of the business is Merkury IT and it head office is located in Ariano Irpino (AV) Italy.  

 

Purpose of the Plan 

The purpose of this document is to provide potential investors with the information necessary 

to evaluate the merits of the value proposition and the growth strategy of Merkury IT. 

Additionally, it will serve as a guide for management in establishing goals against which 

performance can be measured. 

 

Business Opportunity 

Cryptocurrency mining in its simplest term is the practice of adding transaction records to 

cryptocurrency’s public ledger of previous transactions or block chain. This ledger of previous 

transactions is called the block chain as it is a chain of blocks. The block chain serves to confirm 

transactions to the rest of the network as having taken place. As a matter of fact, cryptocurrency 

miners help keep the network secure by approving transactions. Mining is indeed an important 

and integral part of cryptocurrencies that ensures fairness while keeping the crypto network 

stable, safe and highly secured. 

 

In addition, cryptocurrency mining as the name implies is similar to the mining of other 

commodities: it requires deliberate and calculated effort and it slowly makes new currency 

available at a rate, that look like the rate at which commodities like gold and copper are mined 

from the ground. Mining is also the mechanism used to introduce Bitcoins into the system: 

Miners are paid transaction fees as well as a “subsidy” for newly created coins. 

 

Bitcoin is a type of digital currency that is created and held electronically; it is a cryptocurrency 

and a digital payment system that is invented by an unknown programmer, or perhaps a group 

of programmers. No one controls it. Unlike Dollars, Euros, Pounds and other currencies bitcoins 
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are not printed, they are produced by people using software that solves mathematical problems. 

The Bitcoin (cryptocurrency and a digital payment system) industry is indeed a large internet 

based industry that is active in a lot of countries. Despite the fact that cryptocurrency mining is 

still a Green business, the business will continue to blossom because more and more users will 

embrace the use of cryptocurrencies in the nearest future. The global cryptocurrency mining 

market is expected to be worth USD 4502.4 million in 2026, up from USD 4050.5 million in 2020, 

with a 1% increase between 2020 and 2021. For the next five years, the global cryptocurrency 

mining market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.7 percent.  

 

Different methods of mining cryptocurrencies require different amounts of time. In the 

technology’s early days, for example, CPU mining was the go-to option for most miners. 

However, many find CPU mining to be too slow and impractical today because it takes months 

to accrue even a small amount of profit, given the high electrical and cooling costs and increased 

difficulty across the board. GPU mining is another method of mining cryptocurrencies. It 

maximizes computational power by bringing together a set of GPUs under one mining rig. For 

GPU mining, a motherboard and cooling system is required for the rig. Similarly, ASIC mining is 

yet another method of mining cryptocurrencies.  

 

Unlike GPU miners, ASIC miners are specifically designed to mine cryptocurrencies, so they 

produce more cryptocurrency units than GPUs. However, they are expensive, meaning that, as 

mining difficulty increases, they quickly become obsolete. Given the ever-increasing costs of 

GPU and ASIC mining, cloud mining is becoming increasingly popular. Cloud mining allows 

individual miners to leverage the power of major corporations and dedicated crypto mining 

facilities. For instance, the average ASIC miner will use about 72 terawatts of power to create a 

bitcoin in about ten minutes. Individual crypto miners can identify both free and paid cloud 

mining hosts online and rent a mining rig for a specific amount of time. This method is the most 

hands-free way to mine cryptocurrencies. These figures continue to change as technology 

advances and mining difficulty increases. 
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Our Solution 

We are a cryptocurrency mining company, supporting the blockchain technology through 

rapidly expanding large-scale mining in Italy. Merkury IT offers miners the ability to purchase all 

the computing power they need to mine their favorite cryptocurrencies. With mining hosting, 

they will have no more worries, they just have to choose the most convenient currency for them. 

Miners can choose whether to buy computing power or physical devices such as GPUs, ASICs 

and FPGAs. We are always ready to support them in their choice. Merkury IT provides 

cryptocurrency miners with products such as ASICs, GPUs, FPGAs, with the most competitive 

offers on the market. We are focused on expanding our operations by increasing our 

cryptocurrency mining hash rate and infrastructure capacity. Merkury IT believes the future of 

cryptocurrency mining will benefit from Italy operations and endeavors to be the driver of that 

future.  

 

 

Investment Funds 

The business plan will be presented to angel investors, Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs), and 

crowdfunding platforms to raise the required funding of €3.500.000. The Company expects 

steady growth over the next five years of operation and projects the following revenues and 

profits to be generated: 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Revenue €500,500 €1,001,000 €1,751,750 €2,977,975 €5,062,558 

Net Profit €299,875 €9,790 €481,335 €1,261,116 €2,597,966 

 

Based on the management experience and industry growth rates, the investment risk is 

minimal. Merkury IT’s financial model shows consistent growth for the company over the next 

five years. By year five, plans call for the company to achieve €5,062,558 in annual gross revenue 

with a net profit of €2,597,966.  
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Business Concept 

Merkury IT is a registered and licensed cryptocurrency and digital payment system company 

that specializes in cryptocurrencies mining services. The business is based in Ariano Irpino (AV) 

Italy, where we able to secure a well positioned and standard office facility. We are aware that 

running a standard cryptocurrencies mining company can be demanding which is why we are 

well trained, certified and equipped to perform excellently in the business. We bring revolution 

and innovation in cryptocurrency trading by deploying the next-gen cryptocurrency exchanges 

with uptrend features and high-tech security. Being a thought leader and trailblazer in the 

cryptocurrency industry, Merkury IT the leading cryptocurrency mining company experiments 

risk and extends a crypto exchange startup in Italy. We build cryptocurrency exchanges with 

fine-tuned trading functionalities by neglecting the risk-causing elements through clear-cut bug 

fixing. The master-level expertise in crypto exchange development lets our developers’ code 

powerful and fast-performing crypto exchange software with infinite features. We experiment 

with our ability and skills in deploying all kinds of trading modules in our crypto exchange 

applications. 

“To profitably implement the on-site development of blockchain technologies. To encourage 

startups and enterprises in the crypto, and blockchain space by providing trustful development 

services with high-end quality.” 

“To evolve in cryptocurrency & blockchain technology to identify more innovative projects that 

could promote the purpose of the cryptocurrency market around the world.” 

 

Merkury IT, a client focused and result driven cryptocurrency, is a digital payment system 

company that provides services at an affordable fee to our clients. We will ensure that we work 

hard to meet and surpass our client expectations whenever they hire our services to mine 

bitcoin. We will ensure that we hire professionals who are well experienced in the mining of 

bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.   
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Legal Status 

Merkury Information Technology is registered as a Limited Liability Company.  

 

Business Objectives and Goals 

Merkury IT Management recognizes that the organization must establish concrete goals that 

assist management in determining whether the company is achieving corporate objectives. To 

ensure the implementation of the organization's goals, the management has found the 

following corporate objectives.  

 To finalize the business plan and implement it effectively to ensure defined targets are 

met.  

 To select, buy, and start operating Hi-Tech products (constantly evolving) for blockchain 

crypto mining.  

 To diversify the rewards into multiple cryptocurrencies, invest in new projects such as 

Metaverse, guarantee a plurality of services for the crypto sector to new customers.  

 To build a cryptocurrency mining company that will become the number one choice for 

individuals, smaller businesses and corporate clients in Italy.  

 To develop and maintain a competent staff, that is capable of servicing the multiple 

needs of clients is an objective of Merkury IT Attracting professionals with a passion for 

crypto services will place the organization on a path that leads to long-term success and 

viability.  

 To contribute our part in adding transaction records to cryptocurrency’s public ledger of 

previous transactions or block chain. To become one of the leading brands in the 

cryptocurrency mining in the whole Italy and also to be amongst the top 10 

cryptocurrency and digital payment system companies in the Italy within the first 5 years 

of operations.  

 To form strategic partnerships to aid in scaling up business operations.  

 To continuously come up with useful and innovative ideas that will consistently benefit 

our clients and community.  
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The Management 

Management is the core of any organization. It is not just 

personnel resumes but vision, and commitment that leads 

to success.  Mr. Francesco  Scaperrotta is the founder of 

Merkury.it. He is an automotive engineer having years of 

experience in crypto exchange developmeny industry. He 

envisioned and created the business based on his passion 

for the industry and his desired need to have more control 

over his future. His goal as a business owner is to continue to 

stimulate the economy by providing well-needed services and 

create an environment that not only expects hard work and dedication but also believes and 

practices work-life balance. 

 

Our Services  

Merkury IT is going to offer varieties of services within the scope of the cryptocurrency and 

digital payment system industry in Italy. Our intention of starting our cryptocurrency mining 

company is to work with crypto exchange and trading companies, people and organizations that 

make online transactions in our community, and people on the cyber space who make use of 

cryptocurrencies from all over the world. We are prepared to make profits from the industry and 

we will do all that is permitted by the law in Italy to achieve our business goals and ambition. Our 

business offerings are listed below:  

 Sale of x3 / x4 / x5 / x6 / x7 / x8 GPU miner RIG in tower case  

(facilitated delivery thanks to aluminum box all in one) 

 ASIC sale with delivery in 10 days world wide 

 Co-location of miner devices on behalf of client/investor 

 Cloud mining with the possibility of purchasing power / mining duration depending on 

the hash calculation algorithm 
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We at Merkury IT, are here to guide miners step by step towards learning about this new world. 

With our Cloud Mining service miners will no longer have these thoughts. They just choose and 

start mining.  

Merkury IT offers a wide selection of cryptocurrencies and gives clients the possibility to choose 

the computing power and the days of use. We are completely an ITALIAN platform that 

guarantees crypto-traders and professionals support and assistance for operations on the 

platform.  

Miners will always be able to request and receive payments for their cryptocurrencies on 

electronic wallet. 
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Discover the best Cloud Mining service and choose the one that suits you best!  
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Main devices for mining bitcoins and alt-coins divided by technological macro-areas. Specific 

machines such as ASICs, normal desktop PCs enhanced with multiple graphics cards (GPU 

miners), technical equipment for complex and intense calculations such as FPGAs.  

A large choice of devices that allow traders to mine their favorite cryptocurrencies. Merkury IT 

is committed to updating the catalog with the best offers on the market by offering systems 

such as: 

 

 

 Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are special devices 

designed explicitly to perform a single task, which in this case is 

cryptocurrency mining. 

 

 

GPU mining is very popular because it is both efficient and relatively 

inexpensive. GPUs are great for doing this kind of repetitive calculations, 

becoming more and more used in mining. 

 

 

 

 

Field Programmable Gate Array. These are tiny semiconductor devices 

that can be programmed to perform very specific actions quickly and 

efficiently. 
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FPGA stands for Field Programmable Gate Array. It is an integrated circuit that can be 

programmed "in the field" to function according to the intended design. It means it can function 

as a microprocessor for any processing task. FPGAs are the ideal solution for improving 

performance: network and storage, finance and risk, analytics, data centers, HPC, 

communications, industrial, broadcast, medical, automotive and cryptocurrencies. 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We recommend Binance, an industry leader. Cryptocurrency traders will have the possibility to 

keep their funds on the FREE wallet and make purchases of cryptocurrencies with just one click. 

They can associate a credit card or a current account with their accounts, all in compliance with 

the utmost security. 

 

Our entire range of offers at affordable prices  

that will keep deposits safe!    
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Industrial Analysis 

 

The Blockchain market size is projected to grow from USD 6.92 billion in 2021 and forecast to 

grow more than hundred times to 163 billion U.S. dollars by 2027 at a Compound Annual Growth 

Rate (CAGR) of 68.4% during the forecast period.  

The major driving factors contributing to the high growth rate of blockchain market include: 

increasing venture capital funding and investment in blockchain technology; extensive use of 

blockchain solutions in banking and cybersecurity; high adoption of blockchain solutions for 

payment, smart contracts, and digital identities; and rising government initiatives.1 

 

   

                                                        
1
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1015362/worldwide-blockchain-technology-market-size/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1015362/worldwide-blockchain-technology-market-size/
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Between 2012 and November 2021, Bitcoin has gained 311,914% 

When first launched on Coinbase in 2012 for a price of $22 with 1 million $ worth of the token, 

the currency quickly jumped over 311,000% in under a decade (at its all-time high of $ 68,543). 

 

The total cryptocurrency market cap is $ 2.79 trillion, or equivalent to the 8th largest economy 

globally 

Given the major swings of cryptocurrencies and their dramatic rise in recent years, this statistic 

might become inaccurate in a day’s time. As of November 2021, the total global market 

capitalization of all cryptocurrencies totals $ 2.79 trillion, making it enough to be the world’s 8th 

largest economy by gross domestic product. 

 

Bitcoin’s total market capitalization was $ 1.7 trillion 

In November 2021, Bitcoin’s market capitalization rested above $ 1.2 trillion. Earlier in the year, 

it exceeded $ 1 trillion for the first time. Meaning, if you had purchased every Bitcoin in existence, 

you would have needed at least $ 1,700 billion to purchase them all. 

 

The average daily cryptocurrency trade volume has risen dramatically to $ 130 billion per day 

When looking at the size of the overall cryptocurrency market alone, people have to recognize 

the asset’s rise to prominence. Marked by continuous headline activity, cryptocurrencies trade 

in high volumes each and every day as their market capitalizations continue to rise.  

Most recently, as of November 2021, the 24 hours average trading volume of all 

cryptocurrencies globally is $ 130 billion. 

 

As of February 2021, there were nearly 15,000 Bitcoin ATMs globally 

Rising rapidly since 2015, the number of Bitcoin ATMs available globally is nearly 15,000.  
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Bitcoin remains the most popular cryptocurrency, with dominance hitting almost 43% 

According to cryptocurrency exchanges, the most popular cryptocurrency remains Bitcoin.  

Bitcoin dominance is currently 43%. 

 

There are 450 cryptocurrency spot exchanges globally 

Globally, 450 cryptocurrency spot exchanges exist, with a total 24 hours trading volume of  

$ 130 billion. 

 

The Top 10 Global Crypto Exchanges Account for 79% of Global Daily Trade Volume 

The top 10 global cryptocurrency exchanges account for 79% of daily average trade volume.  

The exchanges Binance, Coinbase, Kraken, Kucoin, HitBTC, Bitcoin.com, Changelly, Upbit, 

Huobi Global, Bitfinex represent $ 250.8 billion of trade volume per day. 

 

The Top 4 Global Crypto Exchanges Account for 63% of Global Daily Trade Volume 

Further demonstrating the top-heavy nature of these global virtual currency exchanges,  

the top 4 global crypto exchanges account for 63.4% of global crypto trade volume.  

 

Global stable coins volume per 24 hours is $ 77.86 billion 

Globally, the total value of all stable coins, or tokens tied to a specific stable asset or basket of 

assets like a fiat currency (e.g., USD, EUR), traded on average each day is $ 77.86 billion.  

 

DeFi global volume per 24 hours is $ 9.24 billion, or 8.52% of the total daily crypto market 

volume. 

The total global volume of DeFi, or decentralized finance, is $ 9.24 billion, amounting to 8.52% 

of the global daily average of all crypto volume. 
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Global mining income is $ 20,180,061,869 per year 

This includes rewards and fees earned from mining Bitcoin. $ 20 billion per year in income will 

only continue to grow as more cryptocurrencies launch through initial coin offerings (ICOs) and 

the value of cryptocurrencies continue to climb.  

 

Global market size of digital payments surpassed 700 billion transactions 

In 2020, the total number of digital payments crossed 700 billion, representing 14% growth over 

the previous year.  

 

Bitcoin blockchain is estimated to be over 320 GB in size as of February 2021 

Growing exponentially over the last decade as transactions get recorded, the blockchain for 

Bitcoin now amounts to over 380 GB in size as of March 2022.  

 

Global market size of Bitcoin transactions surpassed 120 million 

In 2020, the total number of Bitcoin payments surpassed 120 million, representing a small but 

growing percentage of total digital payments.  

 

The average number of digital payments amount to almost 100 digital transactions per year per 

person 

The global average of annual digital transactions per person is almost 100.  

This includes cryptocurrency, contactless payments, digital orders and online payments.  

 

Tesla is the only member of the S&P 500 to announce acquisition of Bitcoins 

As of March 2021, Tesla is the only company to announce the acquisition of Bitcoins. As the 

cryptocurrency becomes more popular and widely-accepted, many other S&P 500 constituents 

will likely follow.  
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The frequency of cryptocurrency theft increased between 2019 and 2020 by 160%, but is less by 

dollar value 

Between 2019 and 2020, the overall frequency of cryptocurrency theft increased, but the value 

stolen in 2019 is 160% higher than that in 2020. This could indicate a maturing market.  

 

$ 281 million of crypto was stolen in 2020, but ~80% has since been claimed and recovered 

Over $ 281 million of cryptocurrency had been stolen in 2020 through the KuCoin hack, but 

roughly 80% has since been recovered.  

 

Industry with highest accepted rate of payments was prepaid/gift cards at 26.3%, lowest is 

Consumer Electronics at 1.74% 

Industries vary by acceptance rate of Bitcoin for payment of goods and services, but the highest 

rate of acceptance came from the prepaid debit card / gift card industry and lowest from 

Consumer Electronics. Tesla became the first auto company, and first in overall S&P 500 to 

acquire Bitcoin in anticipation as a form of payment.2 

  

                                                        
2
 https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/  

https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/
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Based on component, the global blockchain market is segmented into platform and services. 

Platform refers to the standalone platform that cannot be further segmented. Blockchain 

platform in the market enables customers to set up private, public, and consortium-based 

blockchain environments and provide them with capabilities to develop their own blockchain 

applications and solutions. These platforms enable people, products, applications, and services 

to interoperate across the blockchain network, cloud providers, and organizations. The services 

segment includes various services required to deploy, execute, and maintain blockchain 

platform in an organization, including technology advisory, development and integration, and 

support and maintenance. The platform segment is expected to witness high adoption during 

the forecast period, as the enterprises are expected to realize the various benefits offered by the 

technology, including: reduced value chain cost, increased security, and faster operations 

enabling them to gain a leading edge over competitors. The services segment is expected to 

grow at a higher CAGR during the forecast period. The growth of the services segment would be 

dependent on the adoption of blockchain platform in the market during the forecast period. 

Services including technology advisory, development and integration, and support and 

maintenance form a critical component of the blockchain solution deployment enabling 

organizations to effectively utilize blockchain tools and support their core business operations 

effectively. 

 

The blockchain market has been segmented by organization size into SMEs and large 

enterprises. These organizations are categorized based on the number of employees working 

with them and on global standards. Enterprises of all sizes across the globe are focusing on the 

blockchain technology to revolutionize the traditional systems in their infrastructure and 

enhance the customer experience. With the growing need to improve business efficiencies and 

maintain transparency in the business process, SMEs and large enterprises are focusing on 

leveraging advanced blockchain solutions for various applications, such as smart contracts, 

payments, compliance management, supply chain management, and loyalty and rewards 
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management. Organizations with less than 1,000 employees are categorized as SMEs. SMEs 

face several disadvantages, including high barriers to entry and lower protection from market 

conditions. The cost of operation is high due to the requirement of several intermediaries for 

trading across regions, which limits the growth of SMEs with limited resources. The blockchain 

technology can prove to be an asset in such scenarios, enabling an enterprise to reduce its cost 

by eliminating these intermediaries. Another area where SMEs can take advantage of the 

blockchain technology in their basic day-to-day operations is manual or semi-automatic 

processes, including invoicing, inventory, and payroll. For instance, smart contracts, a critical 

capability offered by the blockchain solution can prove to be more economical, helping SMEs 

streamline their operations cost-effectively and at a faster rate.3 

 

In 2022, cross-border payments and settlements were considered the largest individual 

blockchain technology use case, accounting for close to 16% of the global blockchain technology 

market. Lot lineage and various provenance also accounted for a larger portion of the market 

share with 10.7%. 

 

 

Cross-border payments and settlements have become a popular use case for blockchain 

technologies as it allows for money transfers, or in another word, remittances, between 

countries. Throughout the world, consumers and businesses transmit large quantities of money 

internationally and in the past this process has remained relatively expensive with bank transfers 

and currency conversion. However, more recently, the banking industry has become the 

dominant worldwide sector for blockchain technologies, allowing consumers and businesses to 

transmit money internationally, improve remittances, decrease costs, and minimize exposure 

                                                        
3

 https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/12/16/2353499/28124/en/Global-Blockchain-

Market-Report-2021-Market-Size-is-Projected-to-Grow-from-4-9-Billion-in-2021-to-67-4-Billion-by-2026-at-

a-CAGR-of-68-4.html  

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/12/16/2353499/28124/en/Global-Blockchain-Market-Report-2021-Market-Size-is-Projected-to-Grow-from-4-9-Billion-in-2021-to-67-4-Billion-by-2026-at-a-CAGR-of-68-4.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/12/16/2353499/28124/en/Global-Blockchain-Market-Report-2021-Market-Size-is-Projected-to-Grow-from-4-9-Billion-in-2021-to-67-4-Billion-by-2026-at-a-CAGR-of-68-4.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/12/16/2353499/28124/en/Global-Blockchain-Market-Report-2021-Market-Size-is-Projected-to-Grow-from-4-9-Billion-in-2021-to-67-4-Billion-by-2026-at-a-CAGR-of-68-4.html
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to cryptocurrencies. With the banks using blockchain technology themselves, they eliminate the 

“middleman”, which in this case is cryptocurrency. This increased popularity in the process is 

leading to the anticipated increase in the worldwide blockchain technology market size in 

coming years. 

 

The other popular use case that holds a significant portion of the market for blockchain 

technologies is lot lineage and provenance, which has impacted the business operations of 

organizations specializing in B2B software, IT, and computer services. This use case very simply 

allows for the verification of the origin and authenticity of product components as it progresses 

throughout the value chain. In other words, it acts as a product genealogy. Lot lineage and 

provenance as a use case assists in regulatory compliance, specific recalls, and prevents 

counterfeit components.4 

 

Bitcoin (BTC) price again reached an all-time high in 2021, as values exceeded over $ 65,000 in 

February 2021, April 2021 and November 2021. The first two were due to events involving Tesla 

and Coinbase respectively. Tesla’s announcement, that it had acquired $ 1.5 billion worth of the 

digital coin, fueled mass interest. The world’s most well-known cryptocurrency, however, 

suffered a notable correction of the price in April after speculation on government regulation. 

Another reason, according to experts, was an electricity blackout in the Xinjiang region in China. 

This unexpected development led to a decline in the Bitcoin hashrate (how many Bitcoins are 

being mined) and potentially spooked investors into selling their assets. According to a 2020 

research based off IP addresses from so-called hashers that used certain Bitcoin mining pools, 

more than half of all the Bitcoin mining occurred in China. The third price hike was connected to 

the launch of a Bitcoin ETF in the United States. 

                                                        
4
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/982566/worldwide-top-use-cases-blockchain-technology-by-market-share/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/982566/worldwide-top-use-cases-blockchain-technology-by-market-share/
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Is the world running out of Bitcoin? 

Unlike fiat currency like the U.S. dollar (as the Federal Reserve can simply decide to print more 

banknotes) Bitcoin’s supply is finite: BTC has a maximum supply embedded in its design, of 

which roughly 89% had been reached in April 2021. It is believed that Bitcoin will run out by 2040, 

despite more powerful mining equipment. This is because mining becomes exponentially more 

difficult and power-hungry every four years, a part of Bitcoin’s original design. Because of this, 

a Bitcoin mining transaction could equal the energy consumption of a small country in 2021. 

 

Bitcoin’s price outlook: a potential bubble? 

Cryptocurrencies have few metrices available that allow for forecasting, if only because it is 

rumored that only few cryptocurrency holders own a large portion of available supply.  

These large holders (referred to as “whales”) are said to make up of 2% of anonymous ownership 

accounts, whilst owning roughly 92% of BTC. On top of this, most people who use 

cryptocurrency-related services worldwide are retail clients rather than institutional investors. 
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This means outlooks on whether Bitcoin prices will fall or grow are difficult to measure, as 

movements from one large whale already having a significant impact on this market.5 

 

Crypto trader Binance ranked among the largest cryptocurrency exchangers in the world in 

2021, with trading volume that was several times as high as ZG.com. Binance.KR (an exchange 

specifically for Korean users) saw a big surge in trading volume at the end of December 2020. It 

is unclear why this happened, although Binance announced to the closure of the Korean service 

on December 24, 2020: new registrations were allowed up until that day, trading would stop on 

January 10th and the hard shutdown would occur on January 29th. 

 

Investment in cryptocurrencies 

Many investors see this volatility as an opportunity. The fluctuation in price of Bitcoin and other 

expensive virtual currencies attracts speculators. Others might be more drawn to blockchain, 

the distributed ledger technology that makes cryptocurrencies like bitcoin more secure. This 

may be the reason why number of Blockchain wallet users globally is increasing from year to 

year. In November 2021, the virtual currencies of Wrapped Bitcoin and Bitcoin both reached a 

price that was over 60,000 U.S. dollars. Bitcoin was the most expensive cryptocurrency but 

Ethereum was significantly cheaper, though, with a price that was roughly 30 times less than 

that of the most well-known digital currency.6 

 

Mining Ethereum made increasingly more money over the course of 2020 and early 2021, with 

profits effectively doubling within a single month. During the mining of cryptocurrencies, a 

computer is trying to solve complicated logic puzzles to verify transactions in the blockchain. 

                                                        
5
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/326707/bitcoin-price-index/  

6
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/655492/most-valuable-virtual-currencies-globally/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/326707/bitcoin-price-index/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/655492/most-valuable-virtual-currencies-globally/
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When this process is completed, the miner receives cryptocurrency as a block reward. Currently 

the machines with more computing power (or hashrate) are likely to solve more puzzles, and 

therefore mine more cryptocurrencies. Whether a miner will make money with mining depends 

on various costs such as electricity consumption during this process, transaction fees or whether 

the hardware used is efficient or not. 

 

Blockchain.com wallets, something that makes purchasing Bitcoin possible, reached over 70 

million wallet users at the end of March 2021. User figures for multiple cryptocurrency apps 

worldwide grew significantly in 2021, as is revealed when comparing download figures from the 

Coinbase, Blockchain Wallet, Crypto.com, BRD, Trust, Luno, Binance, Bitcoin Wallet, Bitcoin 

Wallet by Bitcoin.com, and Coinbase Wallet apps. 

 

How many people own Bitcoin? 

Exact user figures for Bitcoin are not available, but it is estimated that the global user base of all 

cryptocurrencies increased by nearly 190% between 2018 and 2020. The increase in 

demographics might have been caused by both a rise in the number of accounts as well as 

improvements in identification. More accounts in exchanges or wallets became systematically 

linked to an individual’s identity, which made it easier to estimate the minimum user numbers 

associated with accounts on each service provider. 

 

Bitcoin wallets vary per country 

The figures provided cover Blockchain.com, a wallet available across several countries 

worldwide. However, the preferred app in each country varies significantly per individual region 

or country. Take, for instance, the United States: Coinbase reached a number of daily active 

users (DAU) that was over 10 times that of Blockchain Wallet. This was different from Nigeria, 

where Coinbase had little DAU compared to an app called Luno, which already was the biggest 

cryptocurrency app in the African country before 2021.7 

                                                        
7
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/647374/worldwide-blockchain-wallet-users/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/647374/worldwide-blockchain-wallet-users/
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The global Cryptocurrency Mining size is estimated to be $ 4,502.4 million in 2026 from $ 

4,050.5 million in 2020, with a change percent positive between 2020 and 2021. The global 

Cryptocurrency Mining market size is expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.7% for the next five years. 

The global cryptocurrency mining hardware market is expected to grow by $ 2.80 billion, at a 

CAGR of over 7% during 2020-2024. The Cryptocurrency mining market has been growing 

substantially over the past several years and is projected by numerous sources to continue this 

accelerating growth for the next several years. Cryptocurrency mining refers to a method that 

involves exchanging different forms of cryptocurrency, validating and applying the digital ledger 

blockchain. The cryptocurrency miner assists in updating the blockchain with the new 

cryptocurrency transactions. This process offers security to the network users and ensures 

integrity. Self-mining, cloud mining services and remote hosting services are some of the types 

of mining. Active Companies in the markets today include: The OLB Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: 

OLB), Marathon Digital Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ: MARA), Sphere 3D Corp. (NASDAQ: ANY), 

Riot Blockchain, Inc. (NASDAQ: RIOT), Hut 8 Mining Corp. (NASDAQ: HUT).8 

 

Most Bitcoin mining occurred in the United States, according to IP addresses from so-called 

hashers that used certain Bitcoin mining pools in 2021. Likely this is connected to energy prices 

worldwide: Electricity costs in Germany were over 10 times more expensive than in, for example, 

China, the country that for a long time was the largest crypto miner until late 2021. Bitcoin 

requires energy for hashing, or the PC processing power needed to build the blockchain. Simply 

put, the more hashing occurs, the more Bitcoin is being mined. These figures attempt to show 

where most of this hashing and, consequently, Bitcoin mining occurs. Note that mining figures 

are different from figures on Bitcoin trading: Africa and Latin America were more interested in 

buying and selling BTC than some of the most world's developed economies. 

                                                        
8

 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/how-the-rise-in-digital-currency-is-escalating-the-growth-of-

cryptocurrency-mining-market-301402917.html  

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/how-the-rise-in-digital-currency-is-escalating-the-growth-of-cryptocurrency-mining-market-301402917.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/how-the-rise-in-digital-currency-is-escalating-the-growth-of-cryptocurrency-mining-market-301402917.html
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How much Bitcoin is mined in every country per day? 

Due to the cryptocurrency’s design focus on privacy, there is no indicator about location of the 

new coins are created, hence the figures provided here look at PC processing power, and not 

Bitcoin themselves. There are figures for the current and maximum supply of Bitcoin, but these 

do not include the location where the currency was mined. The closest figure would be to look 

at the hashrate from so-called mining pools (places where miners can dig for Bitcoin) and how 

much they hashed in the last 24 hours. In 2021, the world's top Bitcoin mining pools all came 

from China, with 5 pools being responsible for over half of the cryptocurrency's total hash. 

 

Can Bitcoin mining be profitable? 

Bitcoin mining could lead to profits for some, but there are several things to consider. Mainly, 

the maximum supply of Bitcoin is getting closer, so the algorithm requires more and more 

processing power. This is reflected in the steady growth of BTC mining difficulty, a metric that 

looks at how much effort miners are putting in to get a Bitcoin. Indeed, mining firms bought so 
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much hardware capable of mining that prices of these mining rigs grew by roughly 10% each 

week in 2021 as supplies worldwide had sold out.9 

 

 

                                                        
9
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1200477/bitcoin-mining-by-country/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1200477/bitcoin-mining-by-country/
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In recent launches, we saw how blockchain technology, particularly NFTs, can enable users to 

participate in virtual reality such as the metaverse. Metaverses are digital 3D universes that 

operate on the blockchain and offer anyone the freedom to create assets, socialize, game, invest 

and more. Thanks to blockchain, these digital environments are interoperable and scalable. 

Similarly, Web 3.0 can provide the foundation for people to create, buy and sell goods such as 

NFTs. Because Web 3.0 is a collection of apps and user interactions on a decentralized platform, 

it is likely to be highly interoperable and facilitate trade and communication. In fact, Web 3.0 

aims to host more open, interconnected websites for greater user utility. One such example of 

a Web 3.0 app is Axie Infinity, a complex gaming metaverse that bridges gaming and 

decentralized finance (DeFi). This NFT-based online game requires users to first purchase an 

Axie avatar in the form of NFT to start playing and uses virtual currencies Axie Infinity Shards 

(AXS) and Smooth Love Potion (SLP). The play-to-earn game mechanics, self-regulating supply 

and ownership incentives are several features that increase community interaction, and we are 

likely to see more of these types of engaging DeFi metaverses and tokens in the era of Web 3.0. 

 

Web 3.0 coins have been gaining considerable performance since their launch,  

and the most popular Web 3.0 coins can be found on the Binance exchange are: 

 Chainlink (LINK), at a price of $19.75 and $9,214.38 million market cap 

 Filecoin (FIL) at a price of $37.62 and $5,224.11 million market cap 

 THETA (THETA) at a price of $4.36 and $4,376.29 million market cap 

 Helium (HNT) at a price of $31.84 and $3,343.03 million market cap 

 The Graph (GRT) at a price of $0.6464 and $3,048.36 million market cap 

 BitTorrent (BTT) at a price of $0.002805 and $2,782.02 million market cap 

 Basic Attention Token (BAT) at a price of $1.17 and $1,754.92 million market cap 

 Arweave (AR) at a price of $43.39 and $1,456.26 million market cap 

 Siacoin (SC) at a price of $0.01602 and $794.66 million market cap 

 Livepeer (LPT) at a price of $37.40 and $789.82 million market cap 
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Web 3.0 tokens offer immense potential to shape the future of the internet.  

“Get involved in this exciting shift to Web 3.0 by simply purchasing or staking Web 3.0 

cryptocurrencies”.10 

 

To date, bitcoin companies have received more than $1 billion in venture funding, the entire 

industry was built on the shoulders of VCs. Yet Ethereum, a blockchain protocol that allows 

arbitrarily complex financial transactions to be encoded by anyone and executed in a provably 

accurate manner by a distributed network, has seen a de minimum amount of VC investment. 

Rather, open participation crowdsales run through financial contracts built on Ethereum (ICO) 

have raised more than $250 million from backers all around the world.  

 

Using this new model, entrepreneurs create blockchain-based tokens that represent ownership 

in the network they are building, and also act as fuel for their network. For an investor, there are 

not shares of a company available, only the blockchain-based token. As the blockchain space 

expands, disproportionate returns will go to holders of the actual tokens, not traditional venture 

investors betting on a shares of a company. These tokens are specific applications, they are not 

always meant to be generic store of value like bitcoin. For example, tokens built on Ethereum 

like REP and GNT power a decentralized prediction market and a peer-to-peer market for 

renting computation, respectively. 

 

These application-specific tokens, or app-tokens, are built on top of existing general-purpose 

blockchains like Bitcoin and Ethereum. For the first time, open-source project creators can 

directly monetize their open-source network. Historically, successful open-source projects like 

the torrent protocol or the Tor network were not directly monetized at the protocol level. Now, 

the founder of a decentralized file storage network can issue blockchain-based tokens that 

represent ownership in the network. 

                                                        
10

 https://www.binance.com/en/blog/fiat/web-30-coin-the-newest-crypto-trend-in-2022-421499824684903194  

https://www.binance.com/en/blog/fiat/web-30-coin-the-newest-crypto-trend-in-2022-421499824684903194
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However, these tokens are not like stock certificates, which represent ownership, as have no real 

use. App-tokens are actually used in the network to participate. In the file-storage market 

example, they are used to prove file ownership or buy and sell storage space. The founder of the 

network keeps roughly 10% of the tokens for themselves and their team. If their network 

becomes popular, the demand for tokens rises, and because the supply of the token is fixed, the 

price increases. This means that founders can monetize their networks directly by simply 

holding their tokens and making the network useful. If they need liquidity to continue funding 

the project, they can simply sell the tokens on the open market. 

 

In addition to rewarding founders, these app-tokens allow participants in networks to actually 

own a piece of the network. This network equity ownership is unprecedented. Consider how 

many networks the modern western internet user is a part of — Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, 

Uber, Airbnb, eBay, Etsy, Tumblr — the list goes on. In each of these cases, the network’s value 

is created by the users, but the value each individual user generates goes to the owners of the 

network. In this new blockchain-based model, that value is actually given back to the users of 

the network, proportional to their contribution. The entire market capitalization of blockchain-

based assets is $ 1,741 billion today. When decentralized blockchain protocols start displacing 

the centralized web services that dominate the current internet, we’ll start to see real internet-

based sovereignty. The future internet will be decentralized.11 

 

In 2021, about seven in ten Italians believed that blockchain was an important technology for 

their country's economic development. The share of people who held this opinion was even 

higher among company managers (about 79%). Since 2019, the Italian government has been 

promoting the adoption of blockchain in the public administration as well as in the industry.  

There are between 15,000-19,000 unregulated cryptocurrencies in circulation, and Consob has 

                                                        
11
 https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/08/the-future-is-a-decentralized-internet/  

https://techcrunch.com/2017/01/08/the-future-is-a-decentralized-internet/
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recently closed down hundreds of websites illegally gathering savings in Italy. According to a 

source, 19 cities in Italy had bitcoin ATM installations. Milan and Rome were leading the way 

with 13 bitcoin ATM installations each, followed by Bologna with 9. As of June 2020, Younited 

Credit was the Peer-To-Peer Operations (P2P) consumer lending platform with by far the largest 

amount of loans in Italy, with around € 492 million. Prestiamoci followed, with a value of 

approximately € 53 million.12 

 

According to the results of a 2021 survey among large Italian companies to find out their opinion 

about blockchain, about a third of Italian companies had limited knowledge of blockchain 

technologies. By contrast, about one in four companies possessed advanced knowledge of 

distributed ledgers, while roughly 43% of companies had an average knowledge level about 

technology. The majority of companies, about six in ten, believed that the impact of blockchain 

would not go beyond improving some processes. By contrast, a third of companies saw it as a 

disruptive technology. Only 7% of respondents were skeptical about the potential of blockchain 

technologies.13 

 

Crypto Mining in Italy  

In 2021, mining and quarrying companies from Italy are forecast to spend around € 4 million on 

cloud services. By 2023, this number is projected to surpass € 7 million. 

 

The Italian blockchain market is growing 

The spending on blockchain technologies was rapidly increasing in Italy. According to recent 

forecasts, it was expected to grow from € 16 million in 2017 to € 92 million in 2020, with a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 72%. In 2019, seven in ten Italians regarded blockchain 

as important for the economic development of the country. 

                                                        
12

 https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/06/14/italian-regulator-says-unsupervised-spread-of-crypto-is-

cause-for-concern-report/  

13
       https://www.statista.com/statistics/1041982/blockchain-impact-according-to-companies-in-italy/  

https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/06/14/italian-regulator-says-unsupervised-spread-of-crypto-is-cause-for-concern-report/
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/06/14/italian-regulator-says-unsupervised-spread-of-crypto-is-cause-for-concern-report/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1041982/blockchain-impact-according-to-companies-in-italy/
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Protecting Made in Italy 

One of the main applications of blockchain for the Italian economy was anti-counterfeiting. The 

fashion and luxury goods industry are particularly interested in blockchain for this reason, 

besides supply chain traceability. Distributed ledgers could allow customers to track items along 

the whole lifecycle, from raw materials to the point of purchase, ensuring full transparency. 

More information about the development of blockchain in Italy is available in a related dossier.14  

 

 

Market Trends and Challenges 

Italy, one of the world’s largest economies, has faced plenty of financial challenges in the past 

decade. That’s probably one of the reasons why cryptocurrencies have been faring better here 

than in other European countries. Italians love cash but are also warming up to its decentralized 

digital alternative. The number of businesses accepting crypto payments has been growing, new 

data from the Apennines shows. 

 

Figures published recently by market data provider Statista indicate that the number of Italian 

stores and companies accepting bitcoin is growing. Over 350 businesses in the retail or food 

service sectors, for example, supported cryptocurrency payments as of November 2019, 

significantly more than in other industries. In total, there are 270 Italian retailers and 214 service 

providers who support crypto payments. Also, as of September this year, Italy had 

approximately 0.8% of the global number of Bitcoin ATMs. 

 

Most stores and companies accepting cryptocurrencies are located in Northern Italy, which is 

the country’s economic powerhouse. It accounts for over half of the Italian economy and has one 

                                                        
14
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1041904/blockchain-knowledge-companies-italy/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1041904/blockchain-knowledge-companies-italy/
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of the highest values of GDP per capita in the whole of Europe. According to the Statista report, 

the northern region of Lombardy is home to 149 stores that take digital coins, or roughly 18% of 

the total, while Trentino-Alto Adige (South Tyrol) and Veneto each host around 12% of all 

entities supporting crypto payment methods. 

 

This year, Trentino-Alto Adige has been the region with the strongest presence of Bitcoin as 

there are 10 stores and companies accepting cryptocurrency per 100,000 inhabitants. While 

having the most merchant locations where it’s possible to pay with bitcoin in 2019, Lombardy 

has an average of only 1.5 stores per 100,000 inhabitants. However, Lombardy’s capital, Milan, 

has the highest number of cryptocurrency ATMs, followed by Bologna, capital and largest city 

of another northern region, Emilia-Romagna. 

 

Another piece of statistics caught the attention of crypto media earlier this year. A study claimed 

that Italians are buying more and more online, noting that total B2C spending in e-commerce 

exceeded € 40 billion in 2018.  

“Therefore, the days when our country was wary of virtual payments are far gone”, the La Stampa 

daily concluded in an article published in October.  

According to the analysis carried out by Semrush, a U.S.-based company selling online visibility 

and marketing analytics software, Bitcoin ranks third among preferred online payment methods 

in Italy, only after Paypal and PostePay, a popular Italian prepaid card issuer.  

Chainblock is still a very important ATM player in Italy, where approximately 4 out of 5 

transactions are carried out in cash. Its teller machines, which allow users to buy 

cryptocurrencies with paper cash, are located mostly in Northern Italy, with four ATMs in Milan 

and devices installed in Verona, Turin, Florence, Padua, Roma, and Cagliari. The company has 

registered a considerable increase in the users of its Chainblock Buy platform in the past three 

months and also is working on new projects.15   

                                                        
15
 https://news.bitcoin.com/italians-love-cash-but-are-growing-fond-of-crypto-new-stats-suggest/  

https://news.bitcoin.com/italians-love-cash-but-are-growing-fond-of-crypto-new-stats-suggest/
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Our target market is vast. We are targeting miner assembly, on-site commission mining farm 

construction, decentralized mining farm enhancement and support crypto traders in Italy.  

Detail market is given below. 

 

According to a small domestic survey held in Italy, most people were not that interested in 

investing in Bitcoin in 2021. On the other hand, roughly four out of 10 respondents did want to 

potentially look into the cryptocurrency but were not sure how do. Nevertheless, the survey 

results led the source to believe that consumer investments in cryptocurrency did not have a 

breakthrough yet in the Mediterranean country, or, as phrased by the source in Italian: 

"l’acquisto delle criptovalute non ha ancora sfondato". This is reinforced when combining 

consumer survey results on cryptocurrency adoption from 55 different countries worldwide: 

Italian consumers were among the least likely ones to own any type of digital currency. However, 

Italian companies were likely to accept cryptocurrencies as a payment method. This might be 

due to how relatively expensive the country's actual payment system is, and cryptocurrency 

could be a viable alternative for some. Emissions from mining coins in China are expected to 

peak in 2024, releasing as much carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as all of Italy. Italy joined 

the European Blockchain Partnership (EBP) along with 22 other countries in April 2018.  

The EBP was established to enable member states to work together with the European 

Commission on blockchain technology. Cryptocurrencies and blockchain are regulated at the 

legislative level in Italy under Legislative Act no. 90. The decree in 2017 grouped cryptocurrency 

exchanges with foreign currency exchanges. Although the decree states that cryptocurrencies 

are not issued by the central bank and are not correlated with other currencies, it is a virtual 

currency used as a medium of exchange for goods and services. Italian AML regulations are 

based on EU and FATF recommendations.16 

                                                        
16
 https://www.acc.com/sites/default/files/resources/vl/membersonly/Article/1489775_1.pdf  

https://www.acc.com/sites/default/files/resources/vl/membersonly/Article/1489775_1.pdf
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The Italian economy is characterized by a very large number of Small and Medium-sized 

enterprises in export-oriented industrial sectors that could benefit from DLT solutions. The 

share of employment in SMEs is above the OECD average in most sector, with more than 10% 

difference in important sectors such as manufacturing of furniture, food and beverages, 

machineries, chemicals, computers and electrical equipment. 

 

The Italian blockchain industry has developed rapidly, with a large number of entrepreneurs 

developing, testing and commercializing DLT-based infrastructures and applications. 

Entrepreneurs are exploring business opportunities for blockchain technology with numerous 

use cases (e.g. supply chain management, IP & Copyright protection, human resources, 

procurement) targeting a large number of sectors (e.g. agri-food, ICT, arts and entertainment, 

healthcare). More data are available from the government (Ministry of Economic Development) 

and the local academic research Centre (Osservatorio Blockchain & Distributed Ledger of the 

Politecnico di Milano). 
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Most Italian companies lack detailed understanding of DLTs and blockchain applications. A 2019 

survey shows that 14% of large companies have a deep understanding of the technology, and 

another 23% know them at a more superficial level. The shares decrease when considering SMEs 

(4% with a deep understanding, 16% with a superficial understanding). This is reflected in low 

levels of application, with only 2% of large companies and 1% of SMEs having ongoing 

experimentations and projects in the area. 

 

A bit less than half of the services are in the business solutions/consulting (24%) and in supply 

chain (18%). However, relevant use cases are also being developed in payment (8%), IP and 

copyright protection (8%), lending and credit (8%) sectors. Fewer companies are working on the 

development of products in marketing (5%) and in digital infrastructures and protocols (5%). 

Other relevant use cases are in a variety of areas in which a database technology such as 

blockchain can offer a competitive advantage, such as document authentication, digital 

identity, transportation, real estate and various other. 

 

Almost half of the companies are targeting in administration and business support, while 

another relevant share is operating in finance, agri-food, supply chain and other eight economic 

sectors. In particular, administration and business support is the most important sector (43%) 

on which Italian blockchain companies are focusing, followed by finance and insurance (18%). A 

relevant share of companies is focusing on agri-food (10%) as well as general supply chain (6%), 

both very relevant for the “Made in Italy”. Following the IT sector (5%) there is arts and culture, 

another sector of specific importance to the Italian economy (4%). One company case was also 

detected which serves the fashion industry.17   

                                                        
17
 https://www.som.polimi.it/en/research/research-lines/blockchain-distributed-ledger/  

https://www.som.polimi.it/en/research/research-lines/blockchain-distributed-ledger/
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Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) did not fill the funding gap, as the Italian ecosystem was not affected 

significantly by the 2017-2018 “ICO hype” and by subsequent ICOs. Evidence shows that 23 ICOs 

were launched by firms based in Italy, against 716 in the U.S., 582 in Singapore and 505 in the 

U.K., to cite the three countries at the top of the ranking worldwide. Moreover, funds gathered 

were very low, totaling only $ 7.6 million, against an estimated $ 7.3 billion in the U.S., $ 2.5 

billion in Singapore and $ 1.5 billion in the U.K. In case of Switzerland, it hosted 263 ICOs that 

raised up to $ 1.8 billion (ICObench, 2020).  

 

Italy had fewer ICOs and less capital raised than most comparable European countries. Other 

European economies showed a stronger activity than Italy and raised capital at a different scale. 

For example, in the EU, Spain had 45 ICOs raising a total of $ 108 million, France had 79 ICOs for 

$ 169 million and Germany recorded 121 ICOs for $ 330 million. The different regulations might 

have played a role, as between 2016 and 2018 there was not a common European regulatory 

framework for ICOs and crypto-assets.18 

 

The global user base of cryptocurrencies increased by nearly 190% between 2018 and 2020, 

according to information from trading platforms and wallets. The increase in demographics 

might have been caused by both a rise in the number of accounts, which according to the source 

increased by 37%, as well as improvements in identification. More accounts in exchanges or 

wallets became systematically linked to an individual’s identity, which made it easier to estimate 

the minimum user numbers associated on each service provider. Consumers from countries in 

Africa, Asia, and South America were most likely to be an owner of cryptocurrencies, such as 

Bitcoin, in 2020. This conclusion can be reached after combining 55 different surveys from the 

Statista Global Consumer Survey over the course of that year. Nearly 1 out of 3 respondents to 

                                                        
18
 https://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/Blockchain%20for%20SMEs%20in%20Italy.pdf  

https://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/Blockchain%20for%20SMEs%20in%20Italy.pdf
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Statista's survey in Nigeria, for instance, mentioned they either owned or use a digital coin, as 

opposed to 6 out of 100 respondents in the United States. There is a significant change from a 

list that looks at the Bitcoin (BTC) trading volume in 44 countries: where the United States and 

Russia were said to have traded the highest amounts of this particular virtual coin. Nevertheless, 

African and Latin American countries are noticeable entries in that list too. 

 

 

“Without a doubt, right now Ethereum is the “programmable Blockchain of the world”.  

The internet that we know, Web 2.0, will change radically with the entry of Web 3.0,  

and of course it will change the way we live (Metaverse).” 

 

Almost 70 million people use a blockchain wallet worldwide. About a third of Nigerians use a 

cryptocurrency, while 1 in 5 in Vietnam and Philippines. Professional investors looking for a 

cryptocurrency-themed ETF were more often found in Europe than in the United or China, 

according to a survey in early 2020. Most of the largest crypto hedge fund managers with a 

location in Europe in 2020, were either from the United Kingdom or Switzerland, the country 
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with the highest cryptocurrency adoption rate in Europe according to Statista's Global 

Consumer Survey. Whether this had changed by 2021 was not yet clear. Although the source 

does not mention all countries in Africa and Latin America, the few entries these regions do have 

in the list stand out. Bitcoin trading volume in Nigeria, for instance, was twice as high as that of 

the eurozone in 2020. Colombia's market size was twice that of Canada. Whether this interest is 

for actual payment use on a day-to-day basis or as a tool for investment is not really clear. Data 

from Statista's Global Consumer Survey on payment methods in Egypt reveals that 8% of 

Egyptians either owned or used Bitcoin, but does not specify the exact use or purpose of the 

cryptocurrency.19 

 

 A social media post about crypto appears every 2 seconds. 

 The Bitcoin community is disproportionately Male. 85.77% of Bitcoin community 

engagement comes from Males as opposed to 14.23% from females. 

 A global survey conducted by J.P. Morgan Chase found that millennials place more trust 

in Bitcoin during tough economic climates than gold. 67% of millennials said they’d 

prefer Bitcoin in their portfolio to weather volatile financial markets than gold. 

 Globally, crypto miners use 121.36 terawatt hours (TWh) per year to run their computers, 

amounting to electricity usage than the entire country of Argentina. 

 Of the total Bitcoin mining income generated each year on average ($ 20,180,061,869), 

miners spent 22.13% of their income on electricity costs ($ 4,466,697,344). 

 Assuming a global fixed rate of $ 0.05 per kilowatt-hour (kWh), over $ 4.45 billion gets 

spent on electricity costs for Bitcoin mining. 

 The energy and carbon intensity of Bitcoin mining has an equivalent carbon footprint of 

735,121 Visa transactions or 55,280 streaming hours on YouTube. 

 Based on the estimated amount of global carbon emissions tied to gold mining, 81 million 

metric tons of CO2, Bitcoin mining produces more global carbon emissions. 

                                                        
19
 https://www.statista.com/statistics/1195753/bitcoin-trading-selected-countries/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1195753/bitcoin-trading-selected-countries/
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 For total global energy consumption by Bitcoin miners, over 60% of power consumed 

comes from non-renewable energy sources. Primarily, this includes coal-fired 

technology. 

 With the amount of carbon emissions produced from Bitcoin mining, the FT estimates 

making a purchase worth $50,000 with Bitcoin produces 270 tons of CO2, equivalent to 

60 internal combustion engine cars.20 

 

 

Target Market Segmentation Strategy 

The demographic of those that require the services of cryptocurrency mining is not restricted to 

bitcoin exchange and trading companies, but it cuts across a large number of people on the 

cyber space who make use of cryptocurrencies in Italy. The cryptos are the digital payment 

system that is used basically on the internet, hence increase the ability to work for people and 

organizations all across the globe. Merkury IT will initially serve small to medium sized business, 

from new ventures to well established businesses and individual clients, but that does not in any 

way stop us from growing to be able to compete with the leading bitcoin mining companies in 

the United States. As a standard and licensed blockchain company, Merkury IT offers a wide 

range of cryptocurrencies services and digital payment system, being well trained and equipped 

to assist a wide flow of clients. 

 

In this regards we segment our market in the following two categories: 

 Individuals 

 Businesses 

Both the segments are of equal importance because businesses make high payments online 

whereas consumer market includes a large number of Cryptocurrency for their shopping and 

bank transfers. We will serve these clients with most secure, reliable and innovative internet 

decentralization system.   

                                                        
20

 https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/  

https://youngandtheinvested.com/cryptocurrency-statistics/
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Our biggest competitors are given below: 

 

www.genesis-mining.com 

They came up with the idea of mining as a service and built the first mining farm in Eastern 

Europe. Since company’s founding, they have grown tremendously and a lot has happened, but 

one thing remains constant: all in the team are strong believers in the future of digital currencies 

and love being part of this growing community. 

Specialties: Bitcoin, Mining, Litecoin, Crypto-Currency, and Ethereum 

Strengths:  

 Servicing over 2.000.000 customers from 100+ countries 

 Offering 10+ minable cryptocurrencies through 6 major mining algorithms 

 Conducted over 100 million transactions since founding in 2013 

 

www.nicehash.com 

NiceHash was founded in 2014 and is now the world’s leading cryptocurrency platform for 

mining and trading. NiceHash is a global cryptocurrency hash power broker and cryptocurrency 

exchange with an open marketplace, that connects sellers of hashing power with buyers of 

hashing power using the sharing economy approach. The company provides software for 

cryptocurrency mining. 

Strengths:  

 1,000,000+ Daily Active Workers 

 650,000+ Daily Active Nicehash Miner Users 

 9,000,000+ Orders Served 

 190+ Countries Served 

 65,000,000+ Monthly Unique Pageviews 

 350,000+ Social Media Followers   

http://www.genesis-mining.com/
http://www.nicehash.com/
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Competitive Edge  

 Merkury IT, a completely Italian platform, created to offer new investment opportunities 

towards the coins of the future. 

 Merkury IT is one of the leading hash-power providers in Italy, offering cryptocurrency 

mining capacities in every range: for newcomers, interested home miners, as well as 

large scale investors. Our mission is to make acquiring cryptocurrencies easy and fast for 

everyone 

 We provide a multi-algorithm, multi-coin cloud mining service using the latest 

technology - without any pool fees. The ultimate goal of our existence is to make 

cryptocurrency mining an easy, smart and rewarding experience for all. 

 We rent and sell various types of hardware devices for intensive computing. We offer 

high-performance servers, HPCs (High Performance Computers) or FPGAs (Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays). We guarantee software and assistance for every specific 

need. 

 Multilingual telephone, email and chat support H24. We will respond to all requests for 

commercial or technical assistance. We offer a safe, guaranteed and protected service. 

 We want to ensure the best crypto experience. We use and offer many decentralized 

services that build transparency and trust. Simple and effective solutions. 

 Through the diversification of mining devices we build an all-inclusive zero stress cloud 

mining service, which covers most of the minable algorithms. With simple steps you can 

set up the order and start mining the desired cryptocurrency. 

 To mine competitively today, crypto traders need to invest significant resources, time 

and effort into setup. Our team has built the most efficient mining systems to do the job 

for them. This way they can fully focus on keeping track of the markets and remain 

competitive with mining rewards. 

 Besides being the portal for interesting mining data, we are also actively contributing to 

the cryptocurrency ecosystem, from launching awareness campaigns to releasing 

open-source mining software. Our qualified support able to satisfy all miners’ requests 

and advise them on the right moves for new investments.   
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Merkury IT will employ an integrated marketing strategy to reach its customers and position its 

brand as a suitable solution to service needs. The goal of the Merkury IT marketing plan is to 

create a platform for brand awareness and long-term business success. The company will 

consider and utilize the following marketing channels and tactics to position its brand in the 

online marketing industry. 

 

Business Website  

A business website serves as the essential tool for marketing. It will bring our clients in contact 

with us and serve as the advertising board for our offerings. Very cost-effective, it will reach 

millions of clients nationally and internationally. Its content will reflect our business image in the 

market. Our marketing strategy will lead the contents displayed here. 

 

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

Search engine optimization (SEO) has to be employed as it will bring our website to the top 

positions in natural search queries on widely used search engines like Google, Yahoo, and MSN. 

It will enhance the visibility of our website. It will make our site not only easy to locate but also 

easy to use for customers. It is the most popular form of targeted marketing as it brings people 

who look for what we are offering. Our web pages shall be optimized for customer needs. 

 

Social Media Channels 

Social media will play a significant role in establishing the Merkury IT brand as a solution-focused 

within the customer support industry. A substantial online presence represents an inexpensive 

promotional and informational strategy. Merkury IT will operate various social media platforms 

such as Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram. These social media channels will also allow the 

company to reach its target customers most effectively. Merkury IT shall utilize the features of 

social media to spread information about its offerings in the market. It is expected that engaging 

social media will help the company’s brand to grow exponentially through its easy to use 

interface and referral mechanism. However, the goal of social marketing is not to make sales, 
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but to gain followers. The more followers Merkury IT have, the more people see the company’s 

ads when promotions are run on its social media pages. Merkury IT shall use strategic Pay Per 

Click (PPC) strategies to gain followers and likes. However, activities on social media include the 

following: 

 

 

Facebook 

Facebook is the most viral social media platform that provides a much-targeted audience to 

business. It gives a perfect opportunity to share and market services and build the customer 

base. Facebook offers a place for all formats: texts, videos, and images, meaning that the 

possibilities are infinite. Facebook is currently the social network with the highest diversity of 

actions. We have created a Facebook page for the business named @Merkur.it. Through this, 

we have published the link on our website. We will also post contents related to our new business 

concept and benefits to our clients.  

 

 

Instagram 

Instagram leverages businesses by providing a visual touch to them. The viral use of Instagram 

is for uploading pictures to engage with your friends, family, and customers. Instagram is the 

perfect platform for capturing everyday moments. Businesses have got behind this trend, as 

have the influencers who have intentionally become the best advocates of companies. What’s 

more, it’s a platform which is much utilized by companies who want the users themselves to 

create content, generating confidence among other users. We will use relevant hash-tag 

strategies to optimize our content to help our customers find us quickly. Through hashtags, we 

will guide our customers to reach us by providing directions like #Merkury.it. We will upload 

hash-tag contents related to our business, our new products, designing services, and benefits to 

our clients.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/merkury.it
https://instagram.com/merkury.it
https://instagram.com/merkury.it
https://www.facebook.com/merkury.it
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LinkedIn 

LinkedIn isn't just a place for personal promotion and career networking: businesses can do a lot 

on the professional network. LinkedIn resembles Facebook, but with a targeted audience that 

companies can take advantage of. The best part: many of the solutions for increasing the 

presence of our business on LinkedIn are free and easy to use. We have created an account on 

LinkedIn and add people in our profile. We will upload information about our business and 

contents related to our website. We will also deliver messages to people and tell them about our 

services. Through this, they will be interested in our company.  

 

 

Twitter 

There’s nothing more effective at attracting a person’s attention with a good title 

accompanied by an engaging picture. Twitter is the perfect channel to do this. Contests based 

on the use of hashtags, retweets and favorites are an undeniable trend. Twitter is a social 

media platform that is quite popular among adults and individual under the age of 50. 23% of 

all the internet users have twitter accounts. We have already created an account for our 

business under the name Merkury_IT on Twitter. It will provide our customers with an 

opportunity to get information about our business. We will provide information about what 

we offer, our unique business features and many more. We will increase the number of our 

followers later on.  

 

 

Blog 

Blogger outreach is a hugely effective strategy to obtain relevant backlinks back to the company 

website. Although search engines are paying careful attention to how backlinks are obtained, 

legitimate backlinks earn a good reputation for search engines. Additionally, the company shall 

post its blog articles every week to inform potential customers about the benefits in the support 

services. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/merkury-it/
https://twitter.com/merkury_it
https://www.linkedin.com/company/merkury-it/
https://twitter.com/merkury_it
https://blockchain.merkury.it/en/blog
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Public Relations 

Create an extensive list of media contacts to email press releases about Merkury IT offerings and 

the benefits in patronizing the company’s platform. 

 

Word of Mouth 

We will consider this as most successful marketing tool for our business, because the 

recommendation from satisfied customers can easily attract new customers. It is also 

considered as a form of referral marketing but is not initiated and directed by a business. In this 

case, there is no incentive or reward offered to speak about our business. Word of mouth 

endorsements cut through the bad news quickly and effectively. When customers conduct more 

research, seek more opinions, and deliberate longer than they otherwise would, word-of-mouth 

endorsements become increasingly important to the final decision. 

 

Referral Marketing 

Positive customer testimonials and reviews are one of the most active forms of advertising and 

can be a crucial decision point for potential customers. Satisfied customers are incredibly 

inclined to discuss their experiences with friends, families, and colleagues; thus, resulting in lead 

generation for Merkury IT. 

 

Direct Mailing Program 

When targeting clients, we believe this strategy gives us absolute control over the presentation 

of our marketing message. It provides us with an opportunity to close the deal right then. It is 

not only cost-efficient but can achieve quite a level of customization as well. When clients open 

it for a minute or so, we receive their attention. 

 

Online Campaigns  

Online campaigns (also known by the name of online activism, digital campaigning, cyber 

activism, and e-campaigning) employ blogs, social networks, mobile tools, emails, marketing 

databases, podcasts and websites to name a few. Blogs are never dead. They densely occupy 
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the World Wide Web. We shall ensure that our website is secured and backed up regularly. We’ll 

test run every path and link before launching it. With the help of social media, we’ll go where our 

customers are. By applying Google analytics, our campaign manager will be well informed who 

is accessing our website, when and from where. Customization and personalization are 

exceptionally made easy using digital channels. We’ll gain the edge by resorting to well written 

personalized content. 

 

Sponsorships 

Marketers regard a sponsorship as a fast-growing marketing strategy which increases visibility 

and helps build a firm reputation and brand image. It will erect for us what is needed most: the 

credibility of our services. It will generate good reputation which can’t be easily copied by our 

competitors. We will try to use university events for sponsorships. 

 

Communication Strategy  

During the initial phase we will communicate with our clients through the following modes:  

Public Relations 

 Print & broadcast media relations 

 Community relations 

 Government relations 

 Organization outreach 

 Website 

 Seminars and workshops  

Word of Mouth 

 Internal and with employee relations 

 Public meeting attendance & Personal contacts 

Currently, we plan to communicate these benefits through a series of white papers and face-to-

face meetings. Our clients will be informed of the opportunities we provide through printed 

brochures and fact sheets as well as open community forums which will be held quarterly.   
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Strengths 

 Our strength is our vision and commitment  

 Crypto stored on our devices is covered by our insurance policy 

 Cryptocurrency Miners will be able to move safely on our platform and adhere to the best 

plans and offers on the market 

 We offer high performance hosting and devices 

 Merkury IT offers Cryptocurrency Miners the best to guarantee the lowest investment 

and maximum yield. 

 We are serving the whole Italy 

 We have niche market area with a lot of growth potential 

 We take quick decisions are changed depending on circumstances 

 

Weaknesses 

 The difficulty generating brand equity with a limited marketing budget 

 The lack of funding to source highly specialized technology is a weakness for the business 

 

Opportunities 

 We have the opportunity to earn high ROE & ROIC because of the market we are going 

to operate in. If we serve the market right, we may grow to become the market leader 

 New opportunities in expanding operations are available and market posts a high CAGR 

 Strategic alliances offering sources for referrals and joint marketing activities to extend 

our reach 

 A strong marketing campaign, SEO Marketing, and Website traffic 
 

Threats  

 Competition from already established chains 

 The threat of new entrants or existing ones offering the same services like ours in an 

already stiff competitive scenario 

 Financial failure may restrain expansion and hamper operational efficiency   
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Merkury IT will rely on multiple strategies to grow its market share. The first is excellent 

customer service. The Company shall prioritize partnerships and operational excellence over 

other factors while employing the best of human and technological resources for the execution 

of its business activities. Merkury IT shall establish and maintain an interface that assures a 

profitable business relationship with customers always. The company also intends to develop a 

structure that reveals that its pattern of success could be repeated in the future. Merkury IT will 

leverage on website’s effectiveness, industrial network, and proven marketing strategy to 

increase its customer base in the market.  

 

The company’s strategies shall utilize the following elements: 

 Leverage – Gained overtime through professionalism and impact on users’ expectation. 

 Communication – Develop mechanisms to address the customer’s feedback. 

 Efficiency – Design the best of operational structure for mutually beneficial relationships 

with customers. 

 Risk Management – Identify potential risk to prevent service disruption and provide 

solutions to minimize interruptions. 

 Continuous Improvement – Engage in continuous review of operations while striving to 

assist customers most professionally. 

 Collaboration – Develop a business relationship with key players in the industry and 

maximize opportunities to drive growth. 
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A risk assessment plan is among the most important factor in a business development plan.  

The table below provides a list of associated risks along with the contingency plan. 

Risk Risk level Outcomes Contingency Plan 

Licensing Low 

The licensing includes the highly 

specialized technology licensure 

that we purchased from the 

government in order to continue 

our process.  

Employ a corporate lawyer that will 

handle the taxation and the licensing 

issues that may occur in future. 

Economics Low 

The economics are the fiscal 

policy that appears on the macro 

and micro level during our 

operations.  

Such factors are always external and 

uncertain so we can immediately 

contain them in our processes 

through adjustment in our financial 

plans. 

Contractual 

failure 
Medium 

The contractual failure includes 

breaching of contracts that could 

occur with our partners and 

corporate clients. 

This would be a mediocre level of risk 

that we must be aware of. The best 

possible plan is to immediately look 

for alternative contracts to counter 

this issue or to undergo mutual 

agreement of some factors. 

Negative 

marketing 
High 

Negative marketing is a risk 

associated with the competitors 

who either increase their 

advertisement or undergo 

negative marketing against our 

company. 

Such issues are part of the marketing 

schemes. The best plan is to continue 

our quality services and ensure that 

our customer satisfaction is 

maintained. This will retain our 

customer base at a maximum level. 
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